With the widespread use of full-text information retrieval, passage-retrieval techniques are becoming increasingly popular.
Larger texts can then be replaced by important text excerpts, thereby simplifying the retrieval task and improving retrieval effectiveness. Passagelevel evidence about the use of words in local contexts is also useful for resolving language ambiguities and improving retrieval output.
Two main text decomposition strategies are introduced in this study, including a chronological decomposition into text segments, and semantic decomposition into text themes. The interaction between text segments and text themes is then used to characterize text structure, and to formulate specifications for information retrieval, text traversal, and text summarization.
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TEXT PASSAGES AND TEXT RELATIONSHIP MAPS
With the advent of full-text document processing, the interest in manipulating text passages rather than only full-text items has continued to grow. Retrieving large texts in answer to user queries tends to be inefficient because the user is then forced to cope with large masses of text, and ineffective because relevant text passages often provide better answers than complete document texts. In addition, passage-level evidence accounting for word usage in local text environments is often helpful in improving retrieval effectiveness, because the meaning of ambiguous terms becomes clear when the local cent ext is properly specified. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Since full texts are necessarily composed of individual *This study was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant IRI 9300124.
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The structure of individual texts, or sets of related texts, can be studied by using a text relationship map that exhibits the results of similarity measurements between pairs of texts, or text excerpts. Typically, each text, or text excerpt is represented by a vector of weighted terms of the form Da = (dil, di,, .. . . . . . . dz, ) where dik represents an importance weight for term Tk attached to document Di. The terms attached to documents for content representation purposes may be words or phrases derived from the document texts by an automatic indexing procedure, and the term weights are computed by taking into account the occurrence characteristics of the terms in the individual documents and the document collection as a whole. [7] Assuming that every text, or text excerpt is represented in vector form as a set of weighted terms, it is possible to compute pairwise similarity coefficients showing the similarity between pairs of texts based on coincidences in the term assignments to the respective items. Typically, the vector similarity might be computed as the inner product between corresponding vector elements, that is, sim (Di, Dj) =~~=1 dik djk, and the similarity function might be normalized to lie between O for disjoint vectors and 1 for completely identical vectors. Figure 1 shows a typical text relationship map for six texts included in the Funk and Wagnalls encyclopedia dealing with the general topic of Nuclear Energy. The documents appear as nodes (vertices) in the graph of Figure 1 , and a link (branch) appears between two nodes when the similarity between two texts is sufficiently large. The similarity threshold used to build the map of Figure 1 is 0,01, that is, all branches representing a text similarity above 0.01 are shown on the map. Figure 1 shows that the similarity measure between documents 17012 and 17016 (Nuclear Energy and Nuclear Weapons) is a high 0.57, whereas no significant similarity exists between 8907 (Nuclear Fission) Various elements of text structure are immediately desirable from a paragraphrelationship map such as that of Figure 2 . For example, the importance of a paragraph might be related to the number of incident branches of the corresponding node on the map. A central node might then be characterized as one with a large number of associated paragraphs. For article 21385, the most central paragraphs are then paragraphs 3, 6, 9, 13, and 14.
The paragraph relationship map also provides information about the homogeneity of the text under consideration.
When the map is nicely convex with many cross-connections between paragraphs, and direct links between adjacent paragraphs, one expects a unified, homogeneous treatment of the topic. This is the case notably for the article on smoking and the relationship map of Figure 2 . The corresponding encyclopedia article deals for the most part with the health effects of smoking, and the difficulties that arise when attempting to quit smoking. There are disconnected components such as 21933.p8 and p9, and 21933.p10 and p12, and the lack of convexity indicates that the subject treatment is much more heterogeneous than in the earlier example. In fact, the treatment in document 21933 is chronological and largely distinct for different time periods and different geographical areas. This accounts for the lack of connectivity in the sample of Figure 3 . To obtain the text segments, it is necessary to find gaps in the connection pattern between adjacent paragraphs in the text relationship map. However, as the example of Figure 4 shows, it is often difficult to find obvious gaps in the connecting pattern.
This suggests that the relationship map be simplified by considering only local connections between paragraphs located in close proximity to each other.
When the long-distance linksthose spanning more than five adjacent paragraphs -are eliminated from the map of Figure 4 , the reduced map of Figure 5 One possibility consists in locating all triangles in the full text relationship map, where a triangle is a set of three mutually related paragraphs.
Each triangle can then be represented by a centroid vector defined as the average for the three vectors in the triangle; and triangles can be merged when the similarity between the corresponding centroid pair exceeds a given threshold.
[15] The merging process is continued for higher-order structures until no further merging is possible. A typical theme is shown by dashed lines in Figure 6 , consisting of paragraphs 17016.p5, p29, p30, and p35.
Given the set of segments and themes derived from a particular paragraph-relationship map, it is possible to compute segment-segment, theme-theme, and themesegment similarities.
As before, a threshold value must be chosen, and all segment and theme similarity values exceeding the threshold can then be displayed graphically.
The segment-segment relationships provide information about the overall structure of the document under consideration.
The segment similarities for encyclopedia article 859 entitled "American Revolution" are shown in the center of the graph of tionary War.
The theme similarities provide information about theme centrality and theme specialization.
An example is shown in Figure 8 for article 24411 "World War 1". Since the themes are not necessarily represented by adjacent text pieces, the actual theme composition is listed along the periphery of the theme similarity map. Figure 8 shows that theme 1 is a central theme that covers large parts of the document and is related to all other text themes. On the other hand, a number of specialized themes are also included in the map of Figure 8 , including theme 3 (Naval Warfare), theme 5 (Turkish activities in World War 1), and theme 7 (Woodrow Wilson).
SIMPLE AND COMPLEX TEXT STRUCTURES
The theme and segment text decompositions can be used to distinguish simple text structures from more complex ones. In particular, in many cases, the segment and theme decompositions are largely congruent: in that case each theme covers text excerpts occurring adjacently in the text, hence more or less corresponding to text segments. This is the case notably for homogeneous, single topic articles, and for multi-topic articles with a sequential topic treatment where the themes are then more or less isolated from each other.
Consider the example of Figure 9 for encyclopedia article 78 entitled "Abortion".
Two segments are apparent in Figure 9(a) dealing with the facts of abortion, and the legal implications of abortion, respectively. A single theme is obtained in the output of 9(b). The theme-segment similarities presented in the center of Figure 9 (b) show that theme 1 (78.T1) is related to both segments 1 and 2 (78.S1 and 78.S2). Hence the single theme is coextensive with the two segments and therefore with the complete article. Thus, theme 1 is related to segments 2 to 6; theme 2 to segments 6 to 8, and so on. The theme decomposition is therefore closely related to the text segmentation.
In many cases, segment and theme decompositions are not congruent.
In that case, a particular topic may be raised, and then dropped, only to be restarted at some later time in the normal text order. A theme may then cover text excerpts from non-adjacent text segments. Two main examples arise in practice. When large, central themes are present, the theme often covers the main aspects of the text but auxiliary or more specialized text areas (segments) may be skipped as being unrelated to the principal theme. Figure 12 provides an example where the main theme (theme 1) is related to the large segments (segments 1 and 3), but no similarity exists with the small, auxiliary segment 2. The same information is contained in Figure 12 (d) where a gap is visible in the connections between theme 1 (1022.T1) and segments 1 and 3 respectively (1022.S1 and 1022.S3).
Another gapping problem can arise for short themes. In many cases, a theme may be defined by only 3 or 4 paragraphs.
In that case, the theme-segment relations are often confined to exactly those segments containing one of the theme paragraphs . Figure 13 provides an example where a large, central theme (theme 1) is supplemented by two small themes containing three paragraphs each. The theme-segment similarity map of Figure 13(d) shows that theme 1 is related to all four segments. However, theme 2 consisting of paragraphs p8, p16, and p32 is related only to segments 1, 2, and 4, while theme 3 (p7, P24, and P36) is related to segments 1, 3, and 4. In each case, the theme-segment similarities are due to the overlap between one theme paragraph and one segment paragraph.
RETRIEVAL STRATEGIES
The text classification system outlined in the previous section can be used as a basis for the generation of text retrieval and text traversal operations.
Consider first the standard information retrieval environment. For texts with a simple topic outline where themes and segments are reasonably congruent, the standard passageretrieval systems that are designed to retrieve the best adjacent text pieces should provide optimal retrieval output.
A "mixed" retrieval strategy has been imple- 859.c5 (p.7,8,9) 0.3953 Segment Retrieval:
859.S1 (P.3,7,8,9) 0.3484 Theme Retrieval:
859.T2 (P.3,7,8,9,12-14,16,18,19,21,48,64) \ 0.2685 mented with the Smart system for many years, which retrieves full text, or various subdivisions such as paragraphs or sections, depending on which text passage provides the highest similarity with the query. When the themes cover adjacent text pieces, such a mixed retrieval strategy provides a useful approach to text retrieval. [16] Consider as an example a query dealing with the revolutionary war processed against encyclopedia article 859 (American Revolution). The situation is different when the topic arrangement is complex.
Consider, for example, the theme-segment relations for encyclopedia article 24411 (World War 1). Figure 14 shows that segmentation gaps exist for several themes, including theme 1 (related to segments 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 but not to segments 4, and 6), theme 4 (related to segments 2, 5, and 8, but not 3, 4, 6, and 7), theme 6 (related to segments 3, and 5, but not 4), and theme 7 (related to segments 6, and 9, but not 7, and 8).
When a query is processed that covers the subject matter of one of the disconnected themes, a standard passage retrieval method that locates the best stretch of adjacent text, is not likely to be optimal.
Instead, the best output should be provided by a theme, or a set of disconnected segments. Consider as an example, the output of Tables 2 and 3 in which queries corresponding to themes 5 and 7, respectively, are processed against the text of document 24411 (World War 1). In both cases, the corresponding theme output is better than any conventional passage of adjacent text. The conclusion is that for simply structured texts, with a topic arrangement corresponding to the linear text structure, the normal passage retrieval techniques are useful. When the topic arrangement is more complex, the best text passage is likely to be disconnected, and a text theme computation must precede the passage retrieval operation.
TEXT TRAVERSAL AND TEXT SUMMARIZATION In addition to conventional information retrieval, it may also be useful to provide various text extracts on demand.
Text traversal implies a type of speed reading where an area of interest is specified, and the best text passages representing that area are chosen in response. Text summarization is a related problem where a set of text passages is used that collectively represents the full text. [16] In dealing with text traversal, it is necessary to distinguish the so-called global paths, that operate on a complete text, from paths restricted to some substructure, such as paths within themes or within segments. In either case, many different traversal orders can be considered, the most important being:
Central node paths of a particular length that include the n nodes with the largest number of links to other nodes in a relationship map. The desired path length may be stated as a percentage of the total number of nodes appearing in a map. Normally, central node paths are more or less comprehensive depending on path length, but they may not be coherent because there is no guarantee that adjacent path nodes are in fact connected and hence similar in subject matter.
Depth-first paths are paths that start with an important node -for example, with a highly-connected central node -and then use the next most similar node at each point. In a depth-first path, coherence is normally for homogeneous, single-theme articles, a global traversal strategy is best used in increasing text order, specified either as a central or a depth-first path. For multi-topic articles with a sequential topic structure, the relevant adjacent text segments can be isolated, and a traversal path can then be used that operates within the relevant text segments. Finally for complex texts where the themes cover nonadjacent text pieces, a traversal path is defined within text themes. Traversal within text themes is especially interesting for large, comprehensive themes. A twenty percent traversal path is generally sufficiently long to insure that the more important aspects of the subject are actually covered.
Consider, as an example, the 20 percent global text traversal path for encyclopedia article 78 (Abortion) shown in Table 4 . The segmentation map of Figure 9 (a) contains 15 nodes. Hence, the 20 percent paths will include 3 paragraphs.
The extract shows that the main aspects of the topic are indeed covered by the traversal path; however, all the paragraphs included in the global extract appear in segment 1 where the facts of abortion are discussed. An alternative traversal path, also consisting of three paragraphs, is presented in Table 5 . Here an additional requirement is added that some paragraph must be chosen from each segment.
This leads -Total Path Length (over all segments) 3 - to the addition of paragraph 21 from segment 2, dealing with certain legal a~pects of the abo~tion problem. Such a requirement broadens the coverage of the traversal path, but may also introduce some lack of coherence in the final text traversal.
In general, as the focus of discourse changes from one segment to the next, a paragraph traversal path may never be totally smooth.
Possible solutions consist in actually supplying some transition material between different segments taken from the available text material to provide a more unified treatment for the text content. A summary of traversal path properties appears in Table 6 . As the Table indicates, within each segment, the depth-first path provides a maximum of coherence because pairs of adjacent paragraphs exhibit the required minimal similarity. Global central paths, on the other hand, tend to be more comprehensive than depth-first paths. This suggests that within each segment, the traversal order be tailored to depth-first or global central traversal orders. Since the emphasis in the discourse may change between adjacent segments, greater coherence will be obtained by supplying transition materials to introduce new material cov-
1.
2.
3. supply more coherence by using transition materials introducing the topics covered by the various segments.
Good transition paragraphs are normally those exhibiting high similarities with the initial significant paragraphs in a segment.
For the example of article 78 (Abortion), the first significant paragraph in segment 2 is 78.p21 (see Table 5 ). A good transition paragraph is therefore an early paragraph of segment 2 that relates highly with paragraph 21.
For the example of document 78 (Abortion), it turns out that paragraph 18 has much higher similarities with paragraph 21 than any other early paragraphs in segment 2 of document 78 (similarity (78.p18, 78,P21) = 0.4880). This suggests that paragraph 78.p18 be added to the standard traversal order ahead of paragraph 78.p21. Table 7 shows a final text traversal order for the example of article 78 (Abortion), starting with paragraph 3 (from the global central path), and continuing with paragraphs 7 and 9 (depth-first path in segment 1). This is followed by the transition material from paragraph 18 introducing the 1973 "Roe vs. Wade" decision by the U.S. Supreme Court, and finally ending with paragraph 21 which is the representative from segment 2 in the path within segments of Table 5 .
In standard selective text traversal, texts can be traversed entirely, or alternatively, it is possible to concentrate on particular segments that may cover relevant subject matter.
The text summarization question can be treated by methods similar to those used for text traversal, except that more emphasis is placed on comprehensiveness of the resulting extract.
In general, a 20 percent global path should be adequate for most purposes; alternatively, an equivalent path within segments, with extracts being concatenated in the normally text (or segment) order, should provide a comprehensive picture.
Finally, for large central themes, a global path within such a theme may provide useful output.
Summaries, consisting of selected paragraph excerpts, plus appropriate transition materials between segments, should give high performance for the vast bulk of simply structured documents. However, even when the text structure is complex, the experimental evidence suggests that useful, readable output is obtainable.
Consider, for example, the encyclopedia article 24411 (World War 1). Here, the various topics are intermeshed, covering variously the Western Front (Belgium, France), the Eastern Front (Russia), and the Southern Front (Serbia, Turkey).
In addition, auxiliary topics are covered by specialized segments.
The sample traversal order for segment 1 (beginning of World War 1) is shown in Table 8 . The significant paragraphs consist of paragraphs 22, 32, and 36, preceded by the transition paragraphs 3 and 21. As the example indicates, this excerpt provides a nearly perfect summary of the situation at the beginning of the War. Segment 3 is a specialized segment, covering the activities of U.S. President Woodrow Wilson prior to the entry of the United States in the war. The significant paragraph in this case, is paragraph 55 preceded by the transition material of paragraph 53. The complete summary is once again well-constructed as shown in the sample of Table 9 .
In conclusion, central node paths within segments appear to offer reasonable solutions to the text summarization problem. Greater coherence can be supplied by adding relevant transition mat erials at the beginning of the various segments.
Ultimately, completely smooth and comprehensive summaries will be difficult to build by pure text extracting methods. However, from a practical viewpoint, the text extraction system appears to provide rapid text reading, and easily comprehensible text extracts. 
